Photothermal-Assisted Optical Stretching of Gold Nanoparticles.
The synergy of photothermal energy and optical forces generated by tightly focused laser beams can be used to transform the shape of gold nanoparticles. Here, the combination of these two effects is demonstrated to be an effective way of elongating gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), massively tuning their plasmonic properties. The photothermal effect of the laser increases the temperature of Au NPs above the melting point, and optical forces deform the molten Au NPs. As a result, the shape of Au NPs transforms from nanospheres into nanorods or dimers, depending on the power and time of irradiation as well as the surface energy of the substrate. This process is reversible by using high laser power to transform nanorods back to nanospheres due to capillary dewetting. Such light-induced transformations of nanostructures not only provide a facile way to tune plasmon resonances but also shed light on how the synergistic effect of photothermal energy and optical forces works on plasmonic nanoparticles.